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The editors welcome you to the first in the new series of the newsletter of the International Lawrence 

Durrell Society. We will not repeat here our aims and hopes for The Herald as we take over the editorial 
reigns from Pamela Francis – we have a hard act to follow, as they say! Thank you, Pamela, for keeping 
The Herald flourishing during your tenure as editor. Without those foundations our tasks as the incoming 
editors would have been near-impossible.

For the sake of completeness, here is a link to a PDF of the recent editors’ announcement emailed to 
all members of the ILDS and posted on the ILDS website: lawrencedurrell.org/wp_durrell/wp-content/up-
loads/2019/06/Introducing-the-New-Herald.pdf.

A glance through the next few pages of this edition of The Herald will show you what is in store. And 
there is even more since the links in the electronic version of The Herald will take your reading even fur-
ther!

To remind you – all members of the ILDS will automatically receive an electronic copy of The Herald. If 
you want to opt out of this emailing or prefer a hard copy by ‘snail mail’, please email the editors at news-
letter.ilds@gmail.com and we will convert your preference to a mailed copy. A copy of The Herald will also 
be posted on the ILDS website for visitors to that site to learn more of the activities of the Society.

The next edition of The Herald is planned for September 2019 – please read the section on editorial 
guidelines in this edition of The Herald if you would like to contribute.

Steve Moore & Peter Baldwin
editors

Lawrence Durrell and Sommières 

The town of Sommières in the Gard, near Nîmes, southern France, has remained loyal to Lawrence Durrell’s 
memory since his death in 1990. Durrell moved to the area near the town in 1957 and it remained his home 
town until his death.

- The local tourist office – Office de Tourisme Intercommunal du pays de Sommières has web pages dedi-
cated to Durrell on its website. The pages include links to a significant collection of radio recordings: 
interviews with, or features about Durrell. See:

 ot-sommieres.com/decouvrir/patrimoine/vie-artistique-et-culturelle/
- In recent months, the tourist office has published what I assume to be a booklet: L’étrange étranger – 

The strange stranger – témoignages et photos (sic). My email to the tourist office elicited the reply that 
they can send me a copy of this book which costs Euro 5 but with delivery at Euro 14.70 I will have to 
await a visit to the tourist office to get a copy. I assume that this little book is a guide to the Sommières 
and its environs as known to Durrell. The tourist office website is silent about this book, to my frustra-
tion!

http://www.lawrencedurrell.org
http://lawrencedurrell.org/wp_durrell/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/Introducing-the-New-Herald.pdf
http://lawrencedurrell.org/wp_durrell/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/Introducing-the-New-Herald.pdf
mailto:newsletter.ilds%40gmail.com?subject=Please%20mail%20ILDS%20Herald
mailto:newsletter.ilds%40gmail.com?subject=Please%20mail%20ILDS%20Herald
https://ot-sommieres.com/decouvrir/patrimoine/vie-artistique-et-culturelle/
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-  Durrell à Sommières is the title of a book about the reactions of Durrell and 
many of his friends to the town of the same name. Published by Éditions 
Gaussen – see www.editionsgaussen.fr – this 80 page book costs just Euro 
8 and is available from www.amazon.fr. Durrell’s companion for the last 
years of his life, Francoise Kestsman-Durrell, has contributed a 2-page 
preface. The collection is edited by Frederic Gaussen who has contributed 
an 11-page introduction. There is no original material by Durrell in the 
book, his contributions being extracted from books etc already in print. 
There are also contributions and memoirs of Durrell in Sommières by 
friends who can speak of Durrell’s love for the town. There are 8 pages of 
photos of Durrell, several of which I had not seen before.

The town has recently refurbished the exhibition space in the town, l’Éspace 
Lawrence Durrell, renaming it l’Éspace culturel Lawrence Durrell. The refur-
bishment has created a ‘médiatèque’ (media space and public library).  Appar-
ently, the court yard to the venue is decorated with texts by Durrell engraved 
on large metallic plates. 

Peter Baldwin

As part of On Miracle Ground XX, a general busi-
ness meeting was convened in the afternoon of 5 
July 2018, in Chicago, Illinois, USA, ILDS President 
James Clawson presiding. (Detailed minutes will be 
submitted for approval at the 2020 conference.) The 
meeting opened with remembrance of recently lost 
members Shelley Cox and G.H. Taneja. Following a 
review of membership and finances (Paul Lorenz) 
and reports on Deus Loci, the Herald, and on-line 
communications (Anna Lillios, Pamela Frances, 
James Gifford), the following agenda items were 
taken up: proposed expansion of Executive Board 
at-large membership, Society elections, and possi-
ble sites for the next Durrell conference.   

After considerable discussion, a motion to ex-
pand at-large representation from three to “up to 
five” members was adopted unanimously. A slate of 
officers was presented by Nominations Committee 
Chair Don Kaczvinsky as follows: Isabelle Keller-Pri-
vat for President; Pamela J. Frances for Vice Presi-
dent, Paul Lorenz for Secretary-Treasurer. All three 
were elected unanimously and by acclamation. Don 
Kaczvinsky then presented Peter Baldwin and Da-
vid Radavich as the Committee’s choices to hold at-
large positions. The floor was opened for additional 
nominations and the following ILDS members were 
proposed: Fiona Tomkinson, Steve Moore, James 
Decker, and Nabil Abdel-Al. The election proceeded 
by paper ballot, each member present to list choices 

up to five. The ballots having been tallied  by Paul 
Lorenz and Don Kaczvinsky, the following were 
elected as at-large board members: Peter Baldwin, 
David Radavich, Fiona Tomkinson, Steve Moore, 
and James Decker. These officers and board mem-
bers will, along with former presidents, lead ILDS 
until the 2020 conference when new elections will 
be held.  

A major topic of discussion at the meeting was 
the location of OMG XXI. Potential organizers, it 
was noted, were to have submitted proposals by 7 
January 2019 so that the Executive Board could se-
lect a 2020 site by 1 March 2019. Bartolo Casiraghi 
and Luca Barbaglia suggested Italy, either Milan or 
Sicily; Anna Lillios mentioned Cyprus; Pamela Fran-
ces and Neda Vidalovic made a case for Belgrade; 
Nabil Abdel-Al invited the Society to Egypt; Isabelle 
Keller-Privat advocated meeting at the Université 
Toulouse Jean Jaurès in France.   

In order to ensure that conferences are wel-
coming and to attract new members to the Society, 
newly-elected at-large board member Steve Moore 
proposed to establish a scholarship fund to support 
people to attend ILDS meetings or the Annual Mod-
ern Language Association conference held in Lou-
isville, KY (where the Society sponsors panels each 
year). Those present supported the idea and sug-
gested that Steve work with Charles Sligh on a pre-
viously initiated project to establish a scholarship in 
memory of Bill Godshalk. 
 Anne R. Zahlan  

ILDS Mini-Minutes Chicago: 5 July 2018 

http://www.editionsgaussen.fr
https://www.amazon.fr/Durrell-à-Sommières-Collectif/dp/2356981160/ref=sr_1_1?__mk_fr_FR=ÅMÅŽÕÑ&keywords=Durrell+à+Sommières&qid=1560271641&s=gateway&sr=8-1
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Looking Back - First encounters with Lawrence Durrell
In this column we hope that readers will contribute their own first encounters with

Lawrence Durrell – perhaps via his writing, perhaps in person.

So, what was it that made me buy my first Durrell book? Well, as the saying goes “always judge a book 
by its cover”!

At the time I was around 21 and enthralled by Africa and the deserts, avidly reading Camus, T.E. Law-
rence, Thesiger and other great books set in the dry blasting heat that England was so obviously not!  So, 
one day when in a bookshop in Exeter [UK], glancing across the shelves, what struck me was the heat-
drenched scene that was the David Gentleman painting which was cover for Justine. The washed-out des-
ert-scape with the pale outline of a few white-washed square buildings, and a solitary palm tree - the whole 
image shimmering like a mirage; you could feel the heat and dust on your face. SOLD, to the man dreaming 
in the A-E fiction section!

Once back home with my new purchase I settled down on my bed to start reading. There, immediately, 
were the beautiful descriptions of Alexandria, the cosmopolitan characters, and the desert beyond. I read 
straight through the whole quartet cycle in a week, captivated by the whole world that it contains (as I’m 
sure everyone does). Before I knew it, 3 months later, there I was on my own with a small bag standing in 
front of the Cecil Hotel in Alexandria, grasping my copy of E. M. Forster’s Guide to ‘The City’ (which had 
only just been published weeks earlier with all the notes by Michael Haag). I spent a week walking all over 
the city, retracing the steps the characters, drinking a beer at Pastroudis, eating a cake at the Trianon Café, 
searching the alley ways in the old town for Tatwig Street (never did find that – there were no street maps 
existing of Alexandria and E. M. Forster’s map was not exactly the work of a cartographic genius). I was to 
revisit Alexandria three more times over the next 15 years.

Reading Durrell all those years ago was not just a literary delight – it took me places I would never have 
dreamed of visiting and to some extent shaped my life to come.

Peter Dixon

Peter Dixon is a Data Centre Engineer; he lives in the south of France. The places Peter refers to in Alexandria are 
locations in ‘The Alexandria Quartet’. The version of Forster’s book with Michael Haag’s annotations is a 1982 reissue 
(with a new Introduction by Lawrence Durrell) under Michael Haag’s own imprint of the second edition of E. M. For-
ster’s ‘Alexandria; a History and a Guide’, originally published in 1922, second edition 1938.

Lawrence Durrell with the 
plant magic man, Ludo 
Chardenon, herbalist who 
was based in Sommières

© F-J Temple
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On Miracle Ground XXI
‘Mysticisms, Heresies and Heterotopias

in Lawrence Durrell’s work’

Toulouse, France – 28 – 30 May 2020

The next biennial conference organised by the 
International Lawrence Durrell Society will 
take place in Toulouse, France on the above dates 
with the above working title.

As well as being a gathering for scholars and the 
presentation of serious research papers about 
Lawrence Durrell and associated writers and 
artists, there will be much for the delight of the 
reader of Durrell’s work who wants to explore 
more about Durrell’s writing as well as about 
Durrell’s generation of writers. Attendees will 
also have the chance to meet other readers of 
Durrell’s work to share each other’s enthusiasm 
for his writing.

The ILDS president, Dr Isabelle Keller-Privat, is 
the coordinator for the 2020 conference.

A call for papers will be published both on the 
ILDS website and in The Herald when final details 
are arranged. At the same time, a more complete 
program will also be presented.

The following activities are also planned:

• An evening of poetry at the local Cave Poèsie

• A visit to the local Musée Saint Raymond: 
saintraymond.toulouse.fr/

• An organised visit to the Cathar sites in the 
vicinity of Toulouse.

• Conference celebratory dinner.

SAVE THE DATES NOW!

‘On Miracle Ground’ is from Durrell’s poem
‘On Ithaca Standing’

Dining with Durrell and De Bernières
Alexandrie Restaurant, London

8th March, 2019
We thought we would be in for a treat, but the 

evening was far more pleasant than anyone could 
have anticipated. The formal atmosphere of the 
event was gradually replaced – or should we say en-
riched – by a feeling of enjoyable conviviality, de-
fined by cultural and culinary delights. But, let us 
start at the very beginning. 

The event, which very appropriately took 
place at the Alexandrie restaurant in Kensington, 
was organised and hosted by the charismatic Dr 
Fiona Tomkinson of the International Lawrence 
Durrell Society, whose dedication and efforts – one 
can only hope – were well rewarded by the success 
of the whole enterprise.  The guest-speakers were 
the renowned novelist Louis de Bernières, and Dr 
Anthony Hirst, expert in Modern Greek and Byzan-
tine studies. The wold-famous Greek poet and resi-
dent of Alexandria, Constantine P. Cavafy, provided 
the unifying theme of the evening, and the story of 
his life peregrinations delighted the audience. Dr 
Hirst, editor of Cavafy’s Collected Poems, gave an 
inspiring talk on the subject of Cavafy, Durrell and 
Alexandria during which he read some of Cavafy’s 
poems in translation and in the original Greek. He 
was followed by Dr Fiona Tomkinson who read in 
her smooth, soothing voice some poems by Durrell 
and Cavafy. Louis De Bernières, best-known for his 
novels Captain Corelli’s Mandolin and Birds with-
out Wings, read and discussed a selection of poems 
inspired by Cavafy from his acclaimed poetry book, 
the 2003 collection Imagining Alexandria: Poems in 
Memory of C.P. Cavafy.  We were impressed, not only 
by his poems, but with his honesty, his candid way 
of revealing some personal life details, and the way 
they shaped some of his pieces; author’s magic re-
vealed and thoroughly appreciated by us. 

Meanwhile the guests were served a delicious 
meal; a taster menu which included Egyptian and 
international specialities such as a babaganoush 
and hummus starter, ethical foie gras parfait Egyp-
tian and French style, tiger king prawns, the signa-
ture dish of lamb shank with potato puré, and two 
Egyptian desserts (mehalabeya and Om Ali). Vege-
tarian and pescatarian options were also available. 
This was all accompanied by a choice of excellent 
red (Cote du Rhone Gonnet) and white (Macon 
Uchizy) wines, with a wonderful glass of Coteaux 
du Layon sweet wine to go together with the des-

sert. The atmosphere at the restaurant was a cosy 
and inviting one, and the service during our meal 
was impeccable. All in all, it was a very enjoyable, 
culturally and gastronomically fulfilling evening. 
One can only hope for more of these. 

Dr Catherine MacMillan and Dr Adriana Raducanu 

http://www.cave-poesie.com/lhistoire/
https://saintraymond.toulouse.fr/
http://www.alexandrie.co.uk
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Upcoming Event

The Durrell Library of Corfu Announces

ISLANDS OF THE MIND
Corfu, Greece : 23-28 June 2019

This is part of the posting on the Durrell School of Corfu; for the full text, see:
durrelllibrarycorfu.wordpress.com/islands-of-the-mind/

The Durrell School/Library has always attracted the inquiring and adventurous mind, wel-
coming its guests into a community of intellectual excitement. We are confident that this 
festival will provide stimulus for all participants across a range of literary and scientific issues.

FOCUS
The festival will examine aspects of Island Studies, focusing on:

• Indigenous island writing compared with writing by the “visitor”
• The literature and psychology of “islomania” – the “affliction of spirit” for those “who find 

islands irresistible”
• The study of islands as a microcosm of biodiversity
• The “tourist gaze” and tourism as a dimension of island development

This will be the most significant gathering for many years of experts on the lives and works 
of Lawrence Durrell, Gerald Durrell and Theodore Stephanides and on the writers of Corfu.
In addition to these authors, we will also discuss the work of Corfiot writers Konstantin Theot-
okis (1872-1923) and Spyros Plaskovitis (1917-2000).

For the full programme, see: www.durrelllibrarycorfu.wordpress.com/islands-of-the-mind/

Literary Studies • Poetry 

This book offers the first in-depth analysis of Lawrence Durrell’s entire poetic opus, 

from his early collections in the 1940s up to his last one published in 1973. Thirty 

years of Durrellian poetry are brought together in order to unveil the genesis of 

Durrell’s writing, both poetic and fictional, drawing links to his novels and residence 

books, which he kept writing at the same time. Durrell thus appears as first and 

foremost one of the greatest late modernist poets whose literary and epistemological 

investigations are to be understood in the light of a worldwide network of literary 

brotherhoods including T. S. Eliot, Michael Fraenkel, Henry Miller, and David 

Gascoyne. Simultaneously, this book shows why Durrell must also be read as the heir 

to the greatest English romantic poets (Byron, Shelley, Keats, and Wordsworth) as 

well as to the French symbolists and modernists (from Baudelaire to Nerval, Valéry, 

and Cendrars).

This comparative approach opens up a brand new perspective on Durrell that has 

not yet been broached by North American and English scholarship. The symbolic 

patterns, the stylistic ploys, and the aesthetic and philosophic tenets that character-

ize Durrell’s poetics account for the necessary back-and-forth reading that connects 

prose and poetry, the fictional and the lyrical, the descriptive and the abstract. 

Poetry excerpts, extracts from his residence books, novels, and essays highlight not 

only Durrell’s complex literary strategies but also the ontological quest of a writer 

who, although never at home with the world he lived in, strove to create a life-world, 

what semiologists call the “Umwelt.”

ISABELLE KELLER-PRIVAT is senior lecturer, president of the International Lawrence 

Durrell Society, and co-director of the research team “Lieux Communs / Common 

Places” for the CAS Research Centre at the University Toulouse-Jean Jaurès.

LAW
RENCE DURRELL’S POETRY

K
eller-P

rivat

Isabelle Keller-Privat

A Rift in the Fabric of the World

LAWRENCE DURRELL’S 
POETRY

FAIRLEIGH DICKINSON UNIVERSITY PRESS
For orders please contact 
Rowman & Littlefield
800-462-6420 • www.rowman.com

Cover image © cafetoday/iStock/Getty Images

The front and back covers of Isabelle Keller-Privat’s newest edition 
(in English) studying Lawrence Durrell’s poetry

https://durrelllibrarycorfu.wordpress.com/islands-of-the-mind/
http://www.durrelllibrarycorfu.wordpress.com/islands-of-the-mind/
http://www.fdupress.org/?s=isabelle+keller+privat&submit.x=0&submit.y=0
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Deus Loci – the learned journal of the ILDS
‘Deus Loci’ is the title of a poem by Durrell which celebrates ‘the spirit of place’, the usual trans-

lation of these Latin words; the poem, which celebrates the near-sacred atmosphere conjured up by a 
particular place, was first published in Durrell’s 1955 collection ‘The Tree of Idleness’. ‘Deus Loci’ was 
the title adopted in 1977, with Durrell’s permission, by the ILDS for its first publication, a slim 16 page 
booklet, 8 ½’’ x 7’’, ‘Deus Loci: The Lawrence Durrell Newsletter’. The format remained the same with a 
name change in 1981 to its subtitle: ‘The Lawrence Durrell Quarterly’. The content remained the same 
with a focus on short, scholarly essays, with occasional newsy items. 

In 1984 The Herald was first published, the title reflecting Durrell’s concept of what he called his 
symbolic, imaginative world - ‘the Heraldic Universe’1.

The booklet form of Deus Loci saw its last publication in 1983. The editorials for the last ‘first series’ 
of Deus Loci and the first Herald are silent as to the reasons for the change of format, but it is a fair guess 
that the intention behind the Herald was to provide a more frequent ‘newsy’ type of communication 
with the ILDS members.

In 1993, Deus Loci was revived with the same scholarly aspirations as in 1977 but as an annual pub-
lication with an increase in the number of contributions and a significant graduation to a fully printed 
volume, an admirable style maintained until today. The latest published issue, NS 15 2016 -17, [the ‘NS’ 
stands for ‘New Series’] runs to 188 pages and is typical of the length and standard of the journal.

It is to the credit of ILDS Board members over the years that the concept of a frequent newslet-
ter-style publication in the form of The Herald and a less frequent more substantial scholarly publica-
tion in the form of Deus Loci has remained consistent.

For submission details to Deus Loci and to order back-copies, please see the following link on the 
ILDS website lawrencedurrell.org/wp_durrell/deus-loci/

To quote the current [and long-standing] editorial concept of Deus Loci: ‘All critical approaches are 
welcome, including gender, historical, textual, biographical and source studies; as well as gender-based, 
multicultural, ecocritical, and other post-structuralist methods.’(sic)

For details of the contents of Deus Loci, see /www.lawrencedurrell.org/wp_durrell/deus-loci/index

At $10 US per issue [plus shipping], Deus Loci represents exceptional value and appeals not only to 
academics but also to those curious to learn more of scholarly readings of Durrell’s work.

Peter Baldwin

1 For a more detailed explanation of Durrell’s concept of ‘the Heraldic Universe’, see ‘The 
Durrell – Miller Letters’, ed Ian S MacNiven, London, Faber and Faber,1988.

The 2019 White Mice Poetry Contest, sponsored by the International Lawrence 
Durrell Society, is officially open.   Entries of 1-3 poems are encouraged on this 
year’s theme of “The Heavens” until October 1, 2019.  There is no entry fee.  For 
more information about topic, format, and submitting, click here or visit 

www.lawrencedurrell.org/wp_durrell/white-mice

Announcement – White Mice Poetry Competition

http://lawrencedurrell.org/wp_durrell/deus-loci/
http://www.lawrencedurrell.org/wp_durrell/deus-loci/index
http://www.lawrencedurrell.org/wp_durrell/white-mice
http://www.lawrencedurrell.org/wp_durrell/white-mice
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New and forthcoming books
We hope to draw attention to new and forthcoming books or articles by or about Lawrence 
Durrell. This column will also list new or forthcoming books by or about writers or artists 
with a strong connection with Larry and his family.

Authors, editors and publishers are invited to send details of books etc for inclusion in this 
column to the editors at newsletter.ilds@gmail.com, preferably with a link to the publisher’s 
website.

We are grateful to Grove Koger who has supported the ILDS over many years with his contri-
butions to The Herald in his The Chart Room column, drawing attention to not only books 
etc falling within the scope for inclusion above but also related articles in the press, journals 
etc.

Pressures of space in The Herald prevent us from listing anything but the most significant 
items but Grove’s fuller listing as The Chart Room can be seen by clicking here, or at law-
rencedurrell.org/wp_durrell/chart-room-april-2019/

Readers curious to know more of the books listed should access the publisher’s website. We 
expect to provide in this column further details of a book only where such information is not 
readily available from a publisher’s website.

We hope, as space allows, to offer short reviews of books listed in these columns.

New Books
Lawrence Durrell’s Poetry: a Rift in the Fabric of the World by Isabelle Keller-Privat (see 
cover image on page 5). Fairleigh Dickinson University Press. See: www.fdupress.org/?s=is-
abelle+keller-privat

A Psychoanalytical Study of Lawrence Durrell’s ‘The Alexandria Quartet’ by Rony Alfan-
dary. Routledge. See: www.routledge.com/products/search?keywords=alfandary

Dining with the Durrells: Stories and Recipes from the Cookery Archive of Mrs Louisa 
Durrell by David Shimwell. See: www.hodder.co.uk/books/detail.page?isbn=9781529337532

The Fruitful Discontent of the Word: a further collection of poems by Lawrence Durrell. Ed 
Peter Baldwin. Colenso Books [colensobooks@gmail.com]. A collection, primarily, of poems 
published by Durrell since the ‘end-date’ of the 1980 Collected Poems [Faber and Faber].

The Placebo by Lawrence Durrell. Ed Richard Pine and David Roessel, Colenso Books [co-
lensobooks@gmail.com]. A collection of the three drafts by Durrell which eventually were 
published as his ‘double-decker’ novels Tunc and Nunquam [1968 and 1970]. With compre-
hensive essays and notes to support these drafts as now published.

Forthcoming books
The Durrell Log: a Chronology of the Life and Times of Lawrence Durrell by Brewster 
Chamberlin. Colenso Books; [colensobooks@gmail.com]. Expected date: June 2019. A re-
vised and enlarged print edition of ‘A Chronology of the Life and Times of Lawrence Durrell, 
Homme de Lettres’  [Durrell School of Corfu, 2007].

The Golden Face by Theodore Stephanides, ed Anthony Hirst with Greek parallel text 
translation by Vera Konidari. Colenso Books; [colensobooks@gmail.com]. A dual language 
English and Greek edition of Stephanides’ collection of his poems originally published in 
1965. Expected date: June 2019.

mailto:newsletter.ilds%40gmail.com?subject=
http://lawrencedurrell.org/wp_durrell/chart-room-april-2019/
http://lawrencedurrell.org/wp_durrell/chart-room-april-2019/
http://lawrencedurrell.org/wp_durrell/chart-room-april-2019/
http://www.fdupress.org/?s=isabelle+keller-privat
http://www.fdupress.org/?s=isabelle+keller-privat
https://www.routledge.com/products/search?keywords=alfandary
https://www.hodder.co.uk/books/detail.page?isbn=9781529337532
mailto:colensobooks%40gmail.com?subject=
mailto:colensobooks%40gmail.com?subject=
mailto:colensobooks%40gmail.com?subject=
mailto:colensobooks%40gmail.com?subject=
mailto:colensobooks%40gmail.com?subject=
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We have also learned of three exciting projects coming from The Durrell Library of Corfu 
(durrelllibrarycorfu.wordpress.com).

Endpapers & Inklings: Uncollected Prose 1933-1988, edited by Richard Pine, is a two-volume 
hardback collection of Lawrence Durrell’s prose writings from his earliest years until short-
ly before his death, to be published autumn 2019 by Cambridge Scholars Publishing. For a 
more comprehensive note on the planned contents see the following link: durrelllibrarycor-
fu.wordpress.com/new-lawrence-durrell-publication/

The two volumes will be sold separately and as a two-volume set. Advance orders (at a dis-
count price) can be made at the Durrell Library of Corfu’s “ISLANDS OF THE MIND” sym-
posium in Corfu, 23-28 June 2019. No information on  price is available to us at the time of 
going to press.

The Durrell Library of Corfu also announces the publication of C.20 – an international jour-
nal available on-line free of charge from 22 June 2019.

The journal, in addition to essays, reviews, Notes & Queries and arts features, will focus on 
the Durrell family and its relations with Greece. The inaugural issue’s “Durrell Studies” sec-
tion contains three substantial essays: on Durrell in Cyprus (Ciara Barrick), Durrell and Otto 
Rank (Richard Pine) and a reading of The Alexandria Quartet in the light of Umberto Eco’s 
Opera Aperta. It also features “Dreams, Divinations”, an excised chapter of Reflections on a 
Marine Venus with commentary by David Roessel. See link: durrelllibrarycorfu.wordpress.
com/2018/10/14/c-20-a-journal/

Finally, The Durrell School of Corfu also announces the publication in a private, limited 
edition of 124 copies, of “The Magnetic Island” in the original text (with drawings by Nan-
cy Durrell) with  a specially commissioned translation into Greek by Vera Konidari. This 
bilingual edition (numbered 1-100 and lettered α-ω) is available only to participants in 
“ISLANDS OF THE MIND”, Corfu, 23-28 June 2019.

The Herald - editorial guidelines and publication dates
The Herald is the newsletter of the International Lawrence Durrell Society [ILDS] – see: www.lawrencedurrell.org/. It 
will be emailed as a matter of course to all members of the ILDS. It will also be uploaded to www.lawrencedurrell.org/ for 
free access to any interested reader.

Should a member wish to receive a printed version of The Herald, they may contact the editors at newsletter.ilds@gmail.
com to make the change.
© of this Herald is held by the individual authors; © the selection in this edition held by the International Lawrence 
Durrell Society

Readers are invited to contribute articles, news items, events and  details of new publications by or about Lawrence 
Durrell for future publication in The Herald. Articles and contributions should, in the first instance, be limited to no 
more than 300 words. Unpublished photos or illustrations which may be of interest to readers of The Herald will also be 
welcome provided the editors are satisfied that appropriate copyright consents have been obtained.

Would-be contributors are advised to email the editors (newsletter.ilds@gmail.com) to discuss the scope of their con-
tribution and its suitability for The Herald.

All inquiries about The Herald should be sent to newsletter.ilds@gmail.com

Copy date for the next edition of The Herald [NS] is August 15, 2019 for publication by September 15, 2019.

The views and opinions expressed in The Herald are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the official policy or 
position of the International Lawrence Durrell Society. 
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